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Abstract

In last decades, systems started to be more and more process-oriented. The shift to process-oriented
systems was motivated by the idea of supporting systems of the daily business and by the idea to
shift the knowledge about operations that could be described as processes from humans to systems.
The knowledge about the processes and their enactment was partially transferred to the systems.
This thesis presents research in the area of intelligent process support with the use of process mining
methods. In detail, the first part of the thesis presents the new approach of business process analysis
using sequence alignment methods in the process mining area. The second part introduces the new
approach for software process prediction based on use case with use of machine learning methods.
In the third part of thesis is proposal of the overall methodology, which provides a connection
between process mining and process modeling approaches.
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Inteligentní podpora procesů za využití dolování procesů

Autoreferát disertační práce

Abstrakt
Informační systémy začaly v posledních desetiletích být čím dál více procesně orientované. Tento
přechod je motivován převážně myšlenkou podpory procesů každodenního podnikání a také
myšlenkou částečného přenesení znalostí ohledně procesních postupů z rukou lidí do počítačových
systémů. Tato disertační práce prezentuje výzkum v oblasti inteligentní podpory procesů s využitím
metod z oblasti procesního dolování. V první části je popsán nový přístup k analýze podnikových
procesů s využitím metod pro zarovnání řetězců. Druhá část práce se zabývá novým přístupem pro
predikci softwarových procesů, který je založen na případech užití a využívá metody strojového
učení. Třetí část práce je zaměřena na metodiku procesní podpory, která kombinuje postupy
procesního modelování a procesního dolování.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper presents summary of PHD thesis Application of Process Mining in Intelligent Process
Support.

In last decades, systems started to be more and more process oriented. The process is a series of
actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end [64]. The process executions generate
data that is called event data, and it can be examined by the process mining [59,60]. Process mining
is an approach that is used for the analysis of real enactment of the processes.  It uses logs of real
process enactments to analyze the process itself. Process mining can answer the question, how the
process was really executed, which variations were used and what are the probabilities of the
enactment of each process variation.

The following sections describe research challenges reflected by the thesis.

1.1 Research Challenges
In the thesis, we are focused on research in the field on new approaches and integrating methods
for intelligent process support in the area of process mining, especially the process analysis and the
process prediction.

The idea of the process mining was introduced by Aalst in 2004 [59,60]. Process mining has
emerged as a new scientific discipline that found its place between process models and event data
[55,56]. It aims to discover, monitor and improve real processes by extracting knowledge from
event logs readily available in today’s information systems [56].

Process Mining Manifesto was released by IEEE Task Force on Process Mining in 2012 [58]. The
manifesto specified 11 challenges of process mining. Following sections introduce related research
challenges, which are based on process mining manifesto and also other research driving inputs.

1.1.1 Combination Process Mining and Other Types of Analysis
One of the challenges in Process Mining Manifesto is challenge C9: Combining process mining
with other types of analysis. This challenge aims to a combination of process mining with other
technics and methods from other well-defined domains focused on processing of data, such as
operations management, or data mining.

The methods from data mining are often only data-oriented and used to analyze a specific step in
the overall process. However, with an application to process models and process data, it can bring
new unsuspected relationships, and possibilities to classification, clustering or pattern discovery in
process data.

One of the data mining methods is also set of methods for sequence alignment. Sequence alignment
methods are usually used to compare similarities within different sequences, originally applied in
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bioinformatics to compare DNA sequences [30]. Process trace can also be seen as a sequence of
activities.

Therefore, we have raised following research question.

Research Question 1: How to use sequence alignment methods to be able to find similar process
cases with a possibility to add other process information?

Hypothesis 1: Methods of sequence alignment can be used as a supportive method for different
process cases comparison and finding similarities. Sequence alignment methods are usually used
to compare different sequences. Process trace can also be seen as a sequence of activities. Therefore,
it could be possible to use it for finding similarities in process structure; it means ordered activities.
As in different process situation could also be data about user performing the process activity, or
duration of the activity, there has to be prepared more types of sequences to include also information
about a duration of activities and users that performed a specific task.

1.1.2 Process Mining with Focus on Process Prediction
As another challenge in Process Mining Manifesto, which was identified, is challenge C8:
Providing operational support. This challenge is pointing out the possibilities that process mining
brought quite recently. It is an online analysis of event logs from the system and real-time prediction
or recommendation of future process steps. With the huge rise of computation power in recent
years, it brought possibilities to include machine learning methods to do the online analysis of
historical cases, compare it with running case and predict future steps of a process in real time.

Challenging field of prediction is prediction of software development process, which is
specification of business process. Definition of software process, according to Li [28], is: Software
processes denote a set of interrelated processes in the software life cycle. A software process
provides a framework for managing activities that can very easily get out of control in software
development. Right prediction and estimation is always a key issue to project management of
software project. Software development process could contain many artifacts, respectively
workproducts.

In early stage of software development process is artefact use case [6], which serves as a
specification and description, in a form of a scenario, of required behavior of software system that
is intended to be developed. The use case captures the system's intended functions and its
environment, and serves as a contract between the customer and the developers.

The latest trend at beginning of 21st century aims to the usage of machine learning methods.
Overview of usage machine learning methods to adjust weight of Use Case Points [34] method is
presented by Azzeh [1]. However, it is based directly on calculation of points and estimation effort
in hours.
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The research gap is in the prediction based on use cases, where it is not focused directly to use case
and size of software system as other mentioned estimation techniques, but on the use case and its
connection to the process case. Therefore, it leads us to following research question.

Research Question 2: How to predict future process steps based on use case description by using
machine learning methods in real case scenarios with lack of data?

Hypothesis 2: It is possible by machine learning methods to learn a predictive model on historical
process cases based on use case. Prediction is made by information in which class a new process
case fits. This requires that particular use case descriptions will be machine-readable and
comparable. Solution to this is a parametrization of use case description and parametrization of
process case to be able to create a vector, which is then possible to process by machine learning
methods. Parametrization of process case can be created based on the actual data available for a
prediction.

1.1.3 Combination of Process Mining and Process Modeling
Third challenge comes with rising need of adequate adaptability and flexibility in business
processes, where many research groups have been investigating knowledge-based methodologies
and adaptive process techniques [20,32]. Process mining works with process model mined from
process logs and can compare it with process model, which prescribes the process. Process mining
is a bridge between process science and data science. However, process mining does not focus
much on the side of process modeling, but more from the side of data in the process. It looks at the
process from the “bottom”. It goes hand by hand with challenge from Process Mining Manifesto –
C10: Improving usability for non-experts, which is aiming to usability of process mining methods
in non-expert environment, in real companies by people that have no overall background of process
mining area. There is rising a need for overall methodology, which will cover process modeling
and process mining approaches, supporting extensive possibilities of process modeling with
possibility of addition of process mining methods to cover enactment of the process, and its
usability in the company.

On the one hand, there are methodologies, which are focused on support of process analysis based
on event logs. As an example are L* or PM2 [57,62], which describe methodology for typical
process mining project. The aim and idea of the methodology is always that process analysis starts
by creation of control flow model from the event logs. However, it does not take into the account
the possible process modeling and possible process rules defined. It supports process analysis and
modeling from the “bottom”.

On the other hand, there exists also many methodologies with long history, which are focused on
business process modeling. One of best known process modeling methodologies is ARIS
methodology [42]. It has business process analysis and control part, it is still not connected fully to
actually running process cases, its event logs. It does not fully support the idea of process mining.
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On the other hand there is also Zachman Framework [2], which supports idea of many views to
enterprise architecture. However, it is not a methodology, it is framework to be applied.

We have developed within our research team unified methodology for process modeling inspired
and partially build on Zachman Framework. The methodology is based on formal knowledge-based
process modeling framework – Knowledge Support Framework for Software Processes [22,23,25].
It includes modeling based on several layers – single process meta-model terminology defined in a
formal way, utilization of explicit reusable knowledge profiles and intuitive visual modeling
method based on diagrammatic language capable of software process modeling based on process
patterns. In other words it offers complex methodology for modeling processes from the “top”.

Process modeling adds to process mining knowledge about process purposes and business goals.
There rises a need for unified methodology combining of approaches from process modeling and
process mining, respectively “top” and “bottom”.

Therefore, we formulate following research question:

Research Question 3: How to combine process mining and process modeling to create
methodology, which will support activities from process mining and combine it with process
modeling methodology supported by formal layer?

Hypothesis 3: We have already developed the methodology for process modeling supported by
formal layer. The methodology can be extended to cover “the whole circle”. It means the creation
of process model and then check of real process executions, if the process model is followed. With
the formal layer, and different layers of process rules and process model, there is a possibility to
use discover, check, enhance, or promote activities for different layers by information gathered
from real process execution.

1.2 Thesis Objectives
Encapsulated objectives of the thesis, based on research questions are:

- Propose approach adopting sequence alignment methods to process mining domain.
- Propose approach of process prediction based on use cases by using machine learning

methods.
- Propose methodology combining process mining with process modeling domain

supported by formal layer.

1.3 Thesis Summary Structure
The thesis summary is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes research background in
several domains, which presents overview of topics related to research challenges. Sections 3, 4
and 5 describe summary of our own research and contribution based on research questions and
hypothesis. Section 3 is focused on business process analysis using process mining methods and
proposal of process analysis approach based on sequence alignment methods. Section 4 proposes
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an approach for process prediction based on process artifact – use case. Section 5 introduces
methodology combining introduced methods and connects process modeling with process mining
to overall methodology with formal layer support. Section 6 presents overall conclusion and
proposal of future work for the presented research.
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2 RESEARCH BACKGROUND
2.1 Process Mining

Process mining uses logs of real process enactments to analyze the process itself.

The process mining framework is depicted in Figure 1 and is described in detail by Aalst in his
work [56]. On the top of the figure is depicted a cloud representing external world, which consists
of what we can imagine in the real word, e.g. people, machines, business processes, documents and
organizations. Below the cloud world is an information system, it is an abstraction of recording the
information about this world by some information system, or systems.

Figure 1 Process mining framework [56]

In process mining framework, as described in Figure 1, event logs can be divided into pre mortem
and post mortem event logs. Post mortem event logs store data about process cases that are already
completed. On the other hand stands current running data called pre mortem event logs, which
contain information about not finished running process cases.

The bottom of Figure 1 shows two kinds of process models types – de jure models and de facto
models. A de jure model is normative, it means it specifies how the process should run. A de facto
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model is descriptive, it is typically the discovered process model that is handled in the real business
process execution.

In the middle of Figure 1 we can see ten activities that are supported by the process mining. The
activities are grouped into three categories: navigation, auditing and cartography. The activities in
the navigation category are focused on improvement of still running process. The activities in the
auditing category are focused on confrontation of de jure model with the reality using event data or
de facto model. Finally, the activities of the cartography category focus on process discovery and
creation of process maps. Activities of the auditing and cartography category are backward-looking
and activities of the navigation are forward-looking and are sometimes referred as operational
support [57].

2.2 ProM – Tool Support for Process Mining
ProM [61], which is an open-source process mining platform. It contains more than 1500 plugins
and majority of academic research is conducted by this tool. More information about commercial,
non-commercial tools and ProM is described in the book written by Aalst [57].

2.3 Sequence Alignment Methods
In the area of process mining, the methods of the sequence alignment were firstly introduced by
Esign and Karagoz [9] in 2013 and extension of the work in 2015 [10]. Their approach uses
sequence alignment methods for delta analysis. It is a comparison of actually performed process
and prescriptive reference model [60].

In 2016 Joerg Evermann in the area of sequence alignment methods and their usage in process
mining field presented approach [11], which is focused on clustering process traces using sequence
alignment. It presents new clustering method called AlignCluster.

In sequence alignment domain exists several methods and approaches. In following paragraphs, we
present four methods, which could be suitable for usage in process mining domain.

2.3.1 Longest Common Substring Method (LCS)
The basic approach to the comparison of two sequences, where the order of elements is important,
is the Longest Common Substring method (LCS). This is used in exact matching problems [14].
The LCS method respects the order of elements within a sequence. However, the main disadvantage
of this method is that it can only find the identical subsequences, which meet the characteristics of
substrings.

2.3.2 The Longest Common Subsequence Method (LCSS)
The Longest Common Subsequence Method (LCSS) allows to find the common subsequence [18].
Contrary to the LCS method, the LCSS method allows (or ignores) these extra elements in the
sequence and, therefore, it is immune to slight distortions.
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2.3.3 The Time-Warped Longest Common Subsequence (TWLCS)
The third selected method is The Time-Warped Longest Common Subsequence (TWLCS)[13].
This method combines the advantages of the LCSS method with dynamic time warping [31].
Dynamic time warping is used for finding the optimal visualization of elements in two sequences
to match them as much as possible. This method is immune to minor distortions and to time non-
linearity. It is able to compare sequences, which are for standard metrics, evidently not comparable.

2.3.4 Levenshtein Distance
Levenshtein distance is a method, which measures difference between two sequences. It measures
how many single character edits are needed to change from one sequence to second sequence. It is
often used as edit distance or for finding typographical errors [41].

2.4 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases
Research on software estimations started in late 1950’s [33]. In the early 90s, Heemstra presented
basic ideas of why, when and how to estimate projects in the paper “Software cost estimation in
Information and Software Technology” [16].

The research related to the estimation, or prediction, of parameters of the software development
projects is mainly divided into three areas [29]. The first area is algorithmic models, which are used
for calculation of predicted size of the software system. The second are is expert judgment methods,
which use a systematic approach of a domain expert, a team of experts, to estimate the software
based on historical data [57]. And the third are is machine learning methods. With the growth of
significance of machine learning methods and growing computation possibilities of a personal
computer, there is the growth of estimation methods using different machine learning methods,
such as fuzzy logic and neural networks.

2.5 Machine Learning Methods
Machine learning is a field of computer science [12]. The popular definition of machine learning
from Stanford University [65]: „Machine learning is the science of getting computers to act without
being explicitly programmed“. It means that computer, by machine learning algorithms, learns
based on some examples and training data, how to interpret, or map, inputs to results.

Machine learning methods can be divided into two main categories according to the tasks –
supervised learning [26] and unsupervised learning [38]. Supervised learning is with guidance,
where there are given inputs and outputs and machine learning method is trying to find a general
way, or model, of mapping inputs to given outputs. On another side stands unsupervised learning,
which has no limitations on a number of classes and based on settings is finding its own structure
and groups in given inputs.
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In the thesis, we are focused on supervised learning that supports so called predictive modeling
[35]. For mentioned purposes, it can serve Evolutionary fuzzy rules and Support vector machines
methods, which are described in following sections.

2.5.1 Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules
Evolutionary fuzzy rules [3,27] (FRs) are fuzzy classifiers heavily inspired by the area of
information retrieval (IR). In the IR, extended Boolean IR model utilizes fuzzy set theory and fuzzy
logic to facilitate flexible and accurate search [36]. It uses extended Boolean queries that contain
search terms, operators, and weights and evaluates them against an internal representation (index)
of a collection of documents. FRs use similar data structures, basic concepts, and operations and
apply them to general data processing such as classification, prediction, and so forth.

For more information about fuzzy rules, their structure, weighting, evaluation, and evolution see
work of Krömer [27] or Beshah [3].

2.5.2 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVM) represent a family of supervised machine learning methods based
on statistical learning theory originally proposed by Vapnik [5,21].

The SVM uses a linear separating hyperplane to construct a classifier with maximum margin by
means of constrained non-linear optimization [21]. Data that is not linearly separable can be
processed by the SVM with the help of kernel substitution (kernel trick), i.e. a transformation of
input data to a high-dimensional feature space where it might be linearly separable [5,17]. The SVM
combine both, success in practical applications and well-established theoretical background
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3 BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYSIS USING
PROCESS MINING

This section describes research based on Research Question 1. It includes the proposal of new
approach adopting sequence alignment methods to process mining domain. The research contains
two main research challenges, which is to select proper sequence alignment methods for required
usage and proposal of sequence types to be able to contain additional information about particular
process activities. The proposed approach is tested on case study from the real company, where we
also have as data preparation analyzed the information system event log by using process mining
methods.

Following section describes proposed approach of sequence alignment usage in process mining
domain.

3.1 Process Analysis based on the Sequence Alignment
This section is based on Research Question 1 – How to use sequence alignment methods to be able
to find similar process cases with a possibility to add other process information?

Our intention is also to use and adopt sequence alignment methods. Since the sequence alignment
methods work with the sequences, there are following challenges:

- Challenge 1 – Prepare suitable sequence types that reflect the process trace and possible
to process it with sequence alignment methods. The sequence must be prepared from the
perspective of intended view of the process – we are adoption information about trace,
time and user of event, respectively duration of the process activity and originator of the
activity.

- Challenge 2 – Find and adjust sequence alignment method, or methods, that are possible
to use for designed sequence and for usage in process mining

3.1.1 Challenge 1 – Sequence Preparation
The first challenge is to prepare the sequence in several types, which can handle different
information about the process execution.

We have defined four sequence types, respectively trace types:
- Type A – Events without information about Time and Users

o Example of the sequence type A: 0,C;V;A;A;S;
- Type B – Events with information about Time and without information about Users

o Example of the sequence type B: 0,C;C;V;A;A;S;, where activity C has
category duration two (repeated twice), and the rest of the activities has
category duration one.

- Type C – Events without information about Time and with information about Users
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o Example of the sequence for the case type C:
0,C_USER068;V_USER068;A_USER272;S_USER068

- Type D – Events with information about Time and Users
o Example of the sequence for the case type D:

0,C_USER260;C_USER260;V_USER260;A_USER074;A_USER202;S_USE
R260;

3.1.2 Challenge 2 – Selection of Suitable Sequence Alignment Method
We have included four sequence alignment methods to determine the similarity of sequences:

- Levenshtein Distance method
- Longest Common Substring method (LCS)
- Longest Common Subsequence method (LCSS)
- Time-Warped Longest Common Subsequence (TWLCS)

Based on analysis we have concluded, that T-WLCS seams suitable, such as it is well distributed.
However, the most suitable sequence alignment method seems to be LCS or LCSS methods more
than T-WLCS method for this type of business process. The LCS method does not accept any
differences in the middle of the sequence, which means that really similar sequences fit together
only. This might be more useful for the business process described by sequence type A in our
experiments. If we add other attributes, sequence type B, C, or D, like user and time (or both), then
LCSS method is more suitable for the definition of sequence similarity.

3.2 Case Study
We have conducted case study of implementation of proposed approach based sequence alignment
methods.

The case study was done in cooperation with international company, which operates in five
European countries. The company uses SAP system1. Examined business process of the invoice
verification is implemented in SAP ERP2 and SAP DMS3, user activities are controlled by SAP
business workflow4. Generally, it is the process in which Accountant should create the invoice,
verify it, and send to one or more Approvers. When all Approvers approves the invoice, Accountant
posts the invoice.

1 SAP is an international company with headquarters in Germany, www.sap.com
2 SAP ERP is enterprise resource planning system from SAP to manage business operations and customer

relations
3 SAP DMS is document management system from SAP
4 SAP Business Workflow enables the design and execution of business processes within SAP application

systems

www.sap.com
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We have loaded logs from the SAP system, adjusted and finally we used the log containing 36711
events for the experiments. More information about the case study and data preparation is in the
thesis and our published paper [45].

In Figure 2 is described de jure process model of the invoice verification process. There are four
activities. It is Creation (C), Verification (V), Approval (A) and Posting (S) activity.

Figure 2 Process model

We have run experiment to prove the approach and its individual sequence types. The thesis
summary presents interesting experiments and its results for sequence type A and C. The other
experiments are described in detail in the thesis or our published papers [49,50].

3.2.1 Sequence Type A
We have used LCS method for the experiment on the sequence type A.

We can see the most used case types in the examined process for sequence type A in Table 1. Case
type CVAAS has the most occurrences. It means that the most invoices, in reality, were approved
twice. The third one shows us that 2007 cases went through only one approval activity, so the
invoices might not be properly checked. The four eyes company rule is broken here. The four eyes
rule means that the invoice is checked at least by two persons.

Table 1 Sequence type A – results ordered by occurrence

The information about weighted degree obtained using network analysis. The network (weighted
undirected graph ( , , )) was created by case types as nodes , while the relation weight
represents the similarity between the case types. Weighted degree is the sum of the weights of the
edges for the particular node. That tells us how much the current node is similar to the other nodes.
If the weighted degree is higher, then the node is more similar to at least some of its neighbor nodes.

The case type CVAAS had the most occurrences, CVAAAS had the second highest amount, and
CVAS had the third biggest amount of occurrences. We can see that other nodes that have deviation
in meaning of number of the occurrences have a relatively high weighted degree. They have edges
between each other with the high weight and create one cluster, which can be seen Figure 3. We
can see that these nodes are deviant from the biggest nodes (most used case types) in meaning of

Case type Occurrence (absolute) Weighted Degree
C;V;A;A;S; 2436 9.79
C;V;A;A;A;S; 1564 27.03
C;V;A;S; 504 6.51
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the number of the occurrences and also in meaning of the similarity and distance from the most
used case types.

Weighted degree data range was from 0.62 to 62.42. We can see that the case types with the most
occurrences have relatively small weighted degree according to the range of the weighted degree.
It tells us that the most used case types are relatively out of the other nodes. It means that the other
nodes, we can say deviation nodes in meaning of number of the occurrences, are quite a lot different
from the nodes with the most occurrences (according to the chosen sequence alignment method and
its settings). From the business process view, this information says that if some case type is
deviation, then the difference is quite big from the most used case types of the process. On the other
hand, we have to look at it in a complex way in correlation with the particular graph or in correlation
with the deep data examination. We can see whether the examined case type is really out of the
other nodes, or if the examined case type has many edges with a small weight, or that it has only
one or a small number of edges with high weight.

Figure 3 for the sequence type A shows that the most used case types are really out of the other case
types which create one evident cluster. The graph was made by force atlas decomposition [19]. The
smallest node represents the lowest occurrence of the case type, the biggest one represents the
higher occurrence. Node with minimal weighted degree has the blue color, then it continues through
green, yellow and the maximal degree is colored by the red color.

Figure 3 Graph – sequence type A
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3.2.1.1 Sequence type C

This experiment was performed by LCSS method, where we applied sequence type C on trace with
the highest occurrence in the log – CVAAS.

Table 2 depicts case types ordered by occurrence for the sequence type C. This case type reflects
the structure of the process and user parameter. Case type CVAAS of the sequence type A by the
addition of the user parameter has been augmented to 217 case types for the sequence type C. We
can see that the most used case type is the one, where the user260 starts the process and ends the
process as well. Mostly used user in the role approval is user074 followed by user202.

Table 2 Sequence type C – results ordered by occurrence

In perspective of the user parameter, we can see which user is the most frequented, as well as the
process connection between the users. From this point of view, we can study for example, whether
the users do mostly only simple invoices, where the process is easy, or whether the user that creates
the invoice occurs in more deviations (this could mean that there can be problem with an
information to whom the invoice should be sent to approve it), etc.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the sequences from the user-sequence view. We can see several
main nodes. These nodes are made around the same user for C, V and S activities. These activities
are mainly performed by the same user. For example the node (case type) in the graph down right
has the main user U087, the node on the top has main user U068, and we can see there the case
types with the second and the third highest occurrence. Case types around the user U260 are in the
middle of the graph.

Case type Occurrence (absolute) Weighted Degree
C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260; 761 3.36
C_U068;V_U068;A_U074;A_U202;S_U068; 298 2.64
C_U068;V_U068;A_U249;A_U192;S_U068; 254 3.00
C_U162;V_U162;A_U074;A_U202;S_U162; 174 0.64
C_U068;V_U068;A_U227;A_U202;S_U068; 145 0.00
C_U040;V_U040;A_U102;A_U030;S_U040; 124 1.08
C_U087;V_U087;A_U126;A_U124;S_U087; 117 2.08
C_U110;V_U110;A_U114;A_U043;S_U200; 91 2.44
C_U260;V_U260;A_U249;A_U192;S_U260; 89 1.72
C_U178;V_U178;A_U249;A_U192;S_U178; 82 2.36
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Figure 4 Graph – sequence type C

We also can see in Figure 4, that one cluster of nodes is separated (top right). We have analyzed
the sequences in this cluster and had found out that this cluster contains the sequences from one site
only. Since we have used data from several sites, or departments, of the company, it is visible that
two sites, or departments, cooperate on the user level and the third site, or departments, is separated.
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4 SOFTWARE PROCESS PREDICTION BASED ON
USE CASES

Research based on Research Question 2 is described in this section. It contains the proposal of new
approach of process prediction based on process artifact – use case. The approach contains proposal
of new method for parametrization of the use case and process info. Machine learning methods,
such as Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules and Support Vector Machines, are used to present approach
usability. Case study of the approach on real company data, which is described in detail in the thesis,
focus on accuracy of the prediction and also on challenges in training settings of the machine
learning methods.

4.1 Proposed Approach
Proposed approach of prediction is described in Figure 5. The approach consists of three activities
1. Parametrization, 2. Prediction by Machine Learning Methods, and 3. Update of historical
database (after end of running case).

New running process case is firstly parametrized by activity 1. Parametrization. It consists of
parametrization of use case description and parametrization of process info related directly to
particular use case and its process case. Which process info should be parametrized is based on
prediction focus that need to be set up. In a process, can be of course predicted a lot of situations.
However, in this proposed approach we need to be precise what we would like to predict. It is also
based on particular data availability, which process info can be used and which prediction focus
can be applied.

Second step is activity 2. Prediction by machine learning methods, where are used vectors of
historical parametrized process cases and also vector of parametrized new running process case.
Machine learning methods are used for training of predictive model on historical data, and then
model predicts remaining, at this stage future, parameters of vector of new running process cases.
The result is prediction of future parameters, respectively behavior (based on prediction focus).

Third step is activity 3 Update of historical database (after end of running case) to ensure update of
the database after the end of the running case.
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Figure 5 Prediction based on use case – approach

In following subsections are described details of each step.

4.1.1 Step 1 – Parametrization
Parametrization is focused on transformation of information stored in use case and process case to
form of vector, which could be later processed by machine learning methods. We have proposed
new approach for parametrization of use cases and process case. Unlike approaches, presented by
state of the art in section 2.4 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases, proposed parameters
of use case are more process aimed and easier to use in practice. Proposed vector is visualized in
Figure 6. It consists of two main parts – use case information and process info. Use case information
is divided into two parts Algorithmic and Expert judgement parameters. Process info is not
specifically defined, it is based on process prediction focus, which has to be defined in each
application of this approach. Parameters from process info are all, or partially selected as Evaluated
parameter(s). It means that this parameters will be in focus of machine learning methods as a result
of prediction.
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Use case parameters

Parametrization of use case artifact combines two views – algorithmic and expert judgment. Each
focus on different properties of use case. This research is published in our paper [46]. This
combination of two parameter types, algorithmic and expert judgement parameters, brings balanced
view to the information directly stored in the use case and information that the use case represents
for a software system to be developed and particular development process.

4.1.1.1 Algorithmic parameters

Algorithmic parameters are evaluated from the text form of each use case. It means from the
description, where is described information about use case scenario, ordered action steps that lead
to achievement of the goal of use case. Algorithmic parameters focus on difficulty of this use case
description from different points of view.

Difficulty rows/words parameters:
- These two parameters focus on the complexity of use case based on the complexity of its

description. It is automatically calculated. These parameters are focused on number of
rows, respectively words, in the use case description. Based on individual settings, then
needs to be discussed for company, its project, or set of use cases, each parameter is
divided into three categories:

o 1 – Easy – number of rows/words < x
o 2 – Medium – number of rows/words between x and y
o 3 – Hard – number of rows/words higher then y

- Where x and y are set based on the standards in each company, project or data set. There
exists standards how to write an use case, e.g. [6], but each company, or project, could
have its own standards. Thus x and y, has to be set up individually during initialization
phase of this approach in each company, project or dataset.
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Difficulty paragraphs parameter:
- This automatically calculated parameter is focused on number of paragraphs in the use

case description. Based on individual settings, then needs to be discussed for company,
its project, or set of use cases, parameter is divided into three categories:

o 1 – Easy – when (number of paragraphs <= number of paragraphs + x) is true
o 2 – Medium – when (number of paragraphs > number of paragraphs  + x AND

number of rows < number of paragraphs + y ) is true
o 3 – Hard – when (number of paragraphs => number of paragraphs + y) is true

- Where x and y are set based on the standards in each company, project or dataset.

Overall difficulty parameter:
- Parameter overall difficulty is based on parameters difficulty of rows, difficulty of

paragraphs, and difficulty of words. It derived its value from one of the individual
difficulties based on following algorithm:

o The difficulty of words has the highest weight, then the difficulty of rows and
the difficulty of paragraphs. First of all we compare the difficulty of words with
the difficulty of rows, if they are at the same level, then the overall difficulty is
at this level. If not, we compare the difficulty of words with the difficulty of
paragraphs, and if they are at the same level, then the overall difficulty is at this
level. If either of them differs, then we compare the difficulty of rows with
paragraphs in the same way. If the comparison does not help us, overall
difficulty is the difficulty of words, because we consider it the most important
aspect.

4.1.1.2 Expert judgement parameters

Expert judgement parameters category represent the parameters that are not calculated, but are
defined by the experts in the particular company. It describes several properties of use case, which
can identify different groups of use cases, based mainly on analysis of the use case by a domain
expert.

New/Standard/Change parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – Standard – standard functionality of the system, its implementation does
not bring a risk by default

o 2 – Change – standard functionality of the system, with changed setting or little
modification, this brings a risk, which must be resolved by testing

o 3 – New – new functionality, this brings more risks and requests for
understanding

Concerned processes parameter:
- The parameter is focused on amount of business processes, which are affected by the

implementation of this use case.
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- Values of the parameter:
o 1 – a single business process
o 2 – two consecutive processes
o 3 – set of cooperative processes

UC Type parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – summary use case
o 2 – user or subfunction

Remote work parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 0 – work must be done onsite
o 1 – work can be done remotely

Remote implementation parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 0 – implementation can be done remotely
o 1 – implementation must be done onsite

Testing level parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – easy testing can be done by a consultant immediately, usually for
autonomous standard functionality,

o 2 – normal testing is done by a consultant and the key user without precedent
preparation,

o 3 – complex testing must be done in cooperation with more participants or
precedent preparation is requested

4.1.1.3 Evaluated parameters

Evaluated parameter, or parameters, is set up based on process prediction focus. It describes on
which information is company focused on and needs to know prediction.

4.1.2 Step 2 – Prediction by Machine Learning Methods
In this step, machine learning methods are used. As an input for training of the methods serves
historical database of already finished process cases, in the form of vectors. Historical database is
for machine learning methods divided following way:

- Input values – all parameters in vector except of evaluated parameters
- Output values – evaluated parameters only

It is classification task for machine learning methods. Based on training on this dataset machine
learning methods find its pattern, or predictive model, how to map input values to defined output
values.
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The prediction is done on new parametrized process case in the form of vector. It has all parameters
filled in except evaluated parameters. Then predictive model created by machine learning method,
based on the training, classifies, we can say predicts, set of evaluated parameters of new process
case.

From a portfolio of machine learning methods, in the field of supervised learning, we use
Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules (more in section 2.5.1 Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules) and Support Vector
Machines (more in section 2.5.2 Support Vector Machines) as the reference point. For this
approach, we have used several methods and compared result in several experiments and case
studies – Self organizing maps (published in paper [43]), Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules (published in
papers [43,44,51]), Support Vector Machines (published in papers [44,51]), Neural Network
(published in paper [53]).

4.1.3 Step 3 – Update of Historical Database
The third step serves mainly for updates of the database of historical vectors with the vector from
new running process cases that was already finished. Evaluated parameters are filled in according
to the real enactment, and algorithmic and expert judgement parameters stay the same, as it was
parametrized in the first step of the approach.

4.1 Case Study
We have performed case study of the approach in the company. The full description is in the thesis.

We have cooperated with a middle-sized company, which is based in the Czech Republic and
develops software solutions. We have run the experiment on the 1122 individual use cases obtained
from the company, which were developed from January 2008 to the February 2013.

Based on the data obtained, we have elaborated specific process prediction focus, which is required
for our proposed approach. Process prediction is focused on possible loop in the process – if the
developer needs additional information for the use case from the analyst or not. Therefore, we had
set up only one evaluated parameter. It is named Xwork – extra work. It has values:

- 0 – no extra work needed (false)
- 1 – extra work needed (true)

During a case study we were focused on three aspects:
- Overall approach usability – if the proposed approach is suitable and have accurate results
- Comparison of machine learning methods for this kind of task – Evolutionary Fuzzy

Rules or Support Vector Machines
- Training type of machine learning methods – it means if is continuous training needed or

training only at the beginning

We have run several experiments, and the results are discussed in following section.
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4.1.1 Case study conclusion
We have run two experiments to focus on three aspects. We propose to use continuous training
strategy for proposed approach of process prediction based on use cases. It is more sustainable
approach, because training only at the beginning can brings issues after long time of using the
proposed prediction approach. The accuracy of prediction model could degrade. Therefore,
continuous training will bring sustainable results during all the time.

The second aspect is usability of individual machine learning methods within our approach. We
have compared results of accuracy of predictive models based on FRs and SVM methods. We have
found the same and expected behavior pattern of both types of models. It means SVM based model
always has more stable behavior with the focus on accuracy. On the other hand FRs method could
find better models for prediction. However in average, based on compared 30 FRs models, the
accuracy is lower.

The last, but not least, is approach usability, which is focused on overall accuracy and usability of
the approach and machine learning methods within the company. This was also essential question
of the thesis, if it is possible to use the approach, which is using machine learning methods and is
focused on process artifact – use case. And if it can work as decision support and bring interesting
results to the real company. When we looked at the overall accuracy of all models within all
experiments types, it was visible that results of accuracy were always higher than 0.73, and majority
was above 0.85. Therefore, it proves that the proposed approach of process prediction was
successfully applied to the particular company and can be used as decision support.
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5 PROPOSAL OF METHODOLOGY FOR
INTELLIGENT PROCESS SUPPORT

This section presents our research based on Research Question 3. The idea is to create methodology,
which covers process modeling and process mining approaches, supported by formal layer. This
section provides an overview of proposed methodology, that combines approaches and methods
created and used in previous sections, and integrates it to overall methodology for intelligent
process support. The methodology also contains proposal for connection to process modeling,
which is presented in model example described by the thesis.

The thesis is proposing connection of the methodology with process modeling approach, which we
have also created in our research team. Whole approach, framework and methodology, is possible
to read in our several scientific papers [23-25,48] and also in dissertation thesis of Košinár [22].
One of the benefits of this process modeling framework and methodology is that it is supported by
formal basis.

This section and following subsection describe the existing framework and methodology for
process modeling, which we have developed, and is adding proposal of the connection between
process mining. This connection brings us the possibilities of the modeling from the “bottom” and
the process modeling that aim the model the process from the “top”.

5.1 Process Modeling Methodology
First of all we need to introduce part of our work – methodology for process modeling – the
Knowledge Support for Software Processes [25]. In detail it is also described in the paper [24],
where the framework and methodology is used for healthcare processes. The framework and
methodology were created to cover software processes, but such as software process is a
specialization of business process and also process is following the meta-model in the meaning that
it has activities, users, and so on, it is suitable to support any other business processes by this
framework. Thus we were able also to test the framework on healthcare processes.

Our research combines the modeling techniques with process meta-model [8,25] that brings
improving of the intuitiveness of the modeling, utilizes reusable common vocabulary, terminology
alignment, process analysis, process simulation, and exceptional states handling.

In the thesis we are focused on the processes and its dynamic behavior, therefore, we are focused
on behavioral perspective and using UML Activity Diagram.

From the behavioral perspective, the most important part of this process modeling framework and
methodology is the three layers approach with formal layers at the background. The layers are
depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Process modeling framework

The part Process modeling, which is meant by Knowledge support framework for software
Processes framework and methodology, aims to create the process model of the software process
in particular organization. From simplified point of view it has three layers:

5.1.1 Layer 0 – Meta-model Layer
This part is named Unified Process Meta-Model (UPMM), which is described in our paper [24]. It
focuses on the adjusting the own meta-model according to the organizational needs. Adjusting
means that organization, or the process analyst, choose the parts of the meta-model that will be
needed in the particular modeling. We do not have to use all the possibilities that meta-model
supports, but we can use only parts of it.

As we can see in Figure 7 from overall meta-model is possible to select for example only Process
element that consists of Process steps and each Process step has one Event.

5.1.2 Layer 1 – Process Prescription (Explicit Knowledge Profile)
It defines which parts of the meta-model that was set up in the previous layer can be used for further
process modeling. These parts of the process model have defined constraints. For example for
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modeling we can use Event A and Event B, then three existing constraints that define how these
events can be used – if in parallel or in sequence, etc. Constraints are written formalized by language
OWL. Web Ontology Language (OWL) – for meta-model creation, modeling of domain
terminology, attributes, and visual modeling language mapping and alignment.

As we can see in Figure 7 from element Event is prepared five events A, B, C, D, X. Formal
definition of process prescription defines that Event C is preceding Event A, and Event A is parallel
with Event D. It means that this boundaries should be preserved and the rest can be modeled.

5.1.3 Layer 2 – Process Model (Visual Process Modeling)
This layer focus on visual process modeling, in process mining terminology it means creation of de
jure model. De jure model is assembled from the pieces that process prescription from the layer 1
provides to layer 2. It has to follow the constraints of the prescription model and in case of need
add new constraints. Process prescription is a subset of the process model in the meaning of defined
constraints.

As a tool for modeling our framework utilizes Unified Modeling Language [4,25] diagrams that are
suitable for process representation – Activity Diagrams for behavioral modeling, Class Diagrams
for structural modeling, and Use Case Diagrams for modeling functional aspects. Thus as
behavioral modeling of the processes is used UML Activity diagram that is semiformal definition
of the process. Thanks to transferability UML activity diagram to OWL we are able to write down
process model in a formal definition also.

As we can see in Figure 7 there is a visual process model – de jure model and also the same model
is described by formal definition in OWL.

5.2 Process Mining and Process Modeling Methodology
Overview

The proposed methodology Intelligent process support of different process mining methods, which
were discussed in first sub-sections of section 5 Proposal of Methodology for Intelligent Process
Support, is extended in this section to by connection to process modeling framework and
methodology that was described in the previous section.
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Figure 8 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – overview

The Figure 8 depicts overall structure of the proposed methodology Intelligent process support. It
shows that de jure and de facto process models are extended by Process prescription layer, by formal
rules. Also, the basis of these models is meta-model UPMM.

In Figure 9 is extended view of different layers of process modeling (depicted in Figure 7). As
addition to three layers of process modeling, marked by blue color, is there layer 3 Execution of the
process, marked by green color, and represents an abstraction of real execution of the process and
creation of log. As a second part of the figure is standing Integrated process mining part, marked
by orange color, and depicts how individual process activities uses different layers of process
modeling and process execution. Each activity and its connections are described in following
sections.
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Figure 9 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – layers overview

5.2.1 Discover Activity
This activity aims to discover the process from the event logs. Discover activity uses historical data
from event log of execution of the processes and creates formal definition of de facto model. We
propose to use methods of the process mining, and adjust the output of the methods to create formal
definition that is written in the OWL language that we support in the framework and methodology.

Figure 9 described how the discover activity corresponds to layers overview. It shows that discover
activity works with the layer 3 Execution of the process.

5.2.2 Check Activity
This activity aims to compare the event log and de jure model. It uses formal definition of the
particular process cases and formal definition of de facto model and formal definition of the process
prescription.

In the integration of the process mining to the framework is this activity addressed from another
point of view. Figure 9 shows that the check activity is comparing the formal definitions of the de
jure model from layer 2, process prescription from layer 1 and formal definitions of the particular
process cases created by discover activity.
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Comparison is done on different levels:
- De facto and de jure level – this comparison aims to find the deviations between model

of real process executions and the model that should be followed in the reality. If the
models are identical, it means that the process in reality is executed in the way that it was
modeled. If not, it is possible to analyze the impact of the deviation.

- De facto model and prescription model level – it compares de jure model with process
prescription. It means, if at least the execution of the process fits to main constraints in
the prescription model. As it was mentioned above, if it finds out that the de jure model
fits to prescription model from organizational point of view, it is possible to state that the
process followed in the reality is not as it was desired (de jure model), but at least, it does
not break important constraints of the structure that were designed in the level of process
prescription during the process modeling. If the de jure model also breaks the rules the
prescription model, it found bigger deviation that needs to be handled.

5.2.3 Enhance Activity
Enhance activity uses information gathered from the activities check or diagnose and updates
prescription model or process model. In particular, it means in the first level to improve the Process
model on layer 2 Figure 9 in the second level it is update of process rules, it means Process
prescription on layer 1. The issue is that these updates have to be approved by process analyst in
the company or there can exist automatic approach. This approach will have set up rules in which
the Process prescription or Process model can be updated. For instance, the rules can be benevolent
and limit only that process prescription rules cannot be in contradiction with any new rules. Then
the enhance activity can update the process prescription with new rules to be followed. This rules
will be marked as automatically added. In case of any contradiction in next enhance process then
the process owner must decide if to keep already automatically added rules or update the process
prescription with new rules. There is many possibilities how to work with the settings of enhance
rules and how to set up the level of updates of the Process model and Process prescription.

5.2.4 Promote Activity
Promote activity uses de facto model and creates de jure model and particular process prescription
– see Figure 9. This case can happen, when the methodology is used in the company, which has not
used the methodology so far and their process model is not done properly. Then, we can use the
integrated process mining methods, create de facto model and transform it into the de jure model.
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The thesis presented research in the area of intelligent process support. It covers areas of business
process, where we have presented process mining approach and introduction of sequence alignment
methods to the area of process mining. On another hand, it covers software process prediction,
where we have proposed an approach of process prediction based on the process artifact – use case.
The third part of the thesis proposes methodology combining presented approaches in the area of
process mining, and proposes overall methodology of process mining and process modeling
supported by formal layer.

In detail, the thesis presented research challenges and the state of the art in the topic of process
mining, methodologies in process mining and process modeling, sequence alignment methods in
process mining, software process prediction methods and machine learning methods. These inputs
justified three research questions and hypothesis, on which the rest of the thesis was focused on.

6.1 Summary of Thesis Contribution
The thesis objectives are fulfilled and the thesis contributed to the area of process mining with
following points:

- Analyzed by process mining data from event log of SAP system from the international
company. It includes challenges of data adjustment in the way that is possible to process
it by traditional process mining methods.

- Proposed new approach that is adopting sequence alignment methods to process mining
domain. It includes definition of sequence types, selection of proper sequence alignment
method and case study in the company on real data.

- Proposed new approach of process prediction based on use cases by using machine
learning methods. It includes new proposed type of parametrization of process info,
including use case description. It also includes case study in the company on real data
and specific software development process.

- Proposed new methodology combining process mining with process modeling domain
supported by formal layer. It includes proposed approaches and also adoption of other
process mining activities, e.g. idea of multilayer process model check, which combined
process rules (process prescription) and particular process model.

6.2 Conclusion of Business Process Analysis using Process
Mining

In the section 3.2 Case Study was briefly introduced examined business process even log, which
was gathered from SAP system. In thesis is described analysis of the log by several process mining
methods and the results were consulted back with company representatives.
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Intention of this section was to answer the Research Question 1 how to introduce and adjust
methods of sequence alignment to the process mining. We have created the approach for sequence
structure, analyzed and selected proper sequence alignment method for each sequence type. We
have performed case study on real data from the company operating SAP system, where process
cases were compared and similarity between them analyzed using methods for sequence alignment
and discussed results back again with company representative. This showed us that Hypothesis 1
was proven and proposed approach with the use of sequence alignment methods in this area brings
view to new unsuspected relationships and valuable results.

Benefits of this approach are that using of sequence alignment methods can bring another point of
view to clustering of similar process cases, can discover and visualize unsuspected relationships
and can be used as one of methods of data pre-processing of historical cases for process mining
activities Explore or Predict. Our approach involves duration and user information to the
examination, which enables to find possible ways to see interesting results.

The following paragraph focuses on discovered limitations of using our approach of sequence
alignment methods in process mining. Limitations are following:

- It is necessary to have proper sequence alignment method for each sequence type and
expected results. We have used, based on best practices and our experiences, LCS and
LCSS methods, and also discussed possibilities of TWLCS and Levenshtein methods.
However, there can be still found other types of results by other sequence alignment
methods.

- Duration categories are selected based on best practices and discussions with domain
experts on particular data example. In every new usage of our approach, duration
categories have to be set up during initialization phase.

In our case, analysis of clusters created by sequence alignment methods was done manually on
visualized result in graph. Another solution can be, based on proper settings of clustering methods,
to find these clusters automatically.

The research results of this part of the thesis are also published in our several research papers
[45,47,49,50].

6.2.1 Future Work in the Field of Sequence Alignment Methods
This section describes several categories of possible future work in the field of sequence alignment
methods in process mining.

6.2.1.1 New sequence types

The sequence types, what we have developed and tested, are so far able contain only information
about process structure, user performing the process activity, and duration of the activity. In our
future work we would like to focus also on the extension of the sequence types with more
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information to be kept in the sequence with focus on suitability and effectivity of this approach.
Such as the sequence alignment methods bring a new view to the analysis of the process cases.

6.2.1.2 Adoption of new sequence alignment methods

As we would like to introduce new sequence types, the future work will also focus on analysis
which already used or new sequence alignment methods are most suitable for particular sequence
type.

6.2.1.3 Duration category

We are working with duration category. Duration of the event defines in which category particular
event fits. In particular process case, we have defined, based on experiences and discussion with
domain experts, three duration categories and used them. In future work, it is possible to include
machine learning methods, which will classify the duration of event to selected number of
categories, or divide it into clusters of similar categories based on settings. It can bring more precise
division to duration categories.

6.2.1.4 Clustering or classification

Combine our approach with other clustering or classification methods. The results of processing by
sequence alignment methods will be processed by machine learning methods to identify groups or
classes of similar cases. Similar approach was presented by Evermann [11] and discussed in section
2.3 Sequence Alignment Methods, where they presented new approach that uses sequence
alignment methods and combine it with Multi-dimensional Scaling [7] and k-mean clustering [15].
However, they focus only on structure of the process case. This kind of combination with our
approach can bring the more precise groups or classes of similar process cases and thus better
possibilities of analysis and pre-processing that can be later used for prediction activity.

6.3 Conclusion of Software Process Prediction based on Use
Cases

We have presented approach for prediction of software development process based on process
artifact, specifically the use case.

Intention of this section 4 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases was to answer the
Research Question 2 – How to predict future process steps based on use case description by using
machine learning methods in real case scenarios with lack of data? The research proven our
hypothesis that it is possible by machine learning methods to classify historical process cases,
containing use case and process info, and based on that predict future process steps, which are in
focus of prediction. To be able to use machine learning methods parametrization of inputs is needed.
Therefore, we have proposed own approach of parametrization. This approach was successfully
tested in Czech middle sized company with its specific software development process. It proved
possibility to adapt and implement the approach to different software development process with
data, respectively different process info, is available.
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Benefits of this approach are that it is directly created on the software development process, which
uses process artifact use case. Also it can be applied to the prediction in companies with lack of all
data necessary, as the approach can have different prediction info, based on data availability and
prediction interest. This prediction can serve as decision support, e.g. for stakeholders to decide
about future process steps.

The limitations of the approach are following:
- For every new company, or data set, the parameters ranges has to be initially set up
- Prerequisite of the approach is that use cases are written in standardized form. That allows

the possibility of comparison. If the use cases are written in not standardized form, it is
difficult to parametrize them and compare by using machine learning methods.

The research results of this part of the thesis are also published in our several research papers
[43,44,46,51-53].

6.3.1 Future Work in the Field of Prediction based on Use Cases
This section describes several categories of possible future work in the field of prediction based on
use cases.

6.3.1.1 Parametrization

In future work, with focus on particular artifact use case, we would like to focus on the upgrade of
parametrization step of the approach. The weakness is that the initial set up of parameters borders
is needed every time of new dataset. It means that every new company, or different project of the
company, which do not follow the standardized use case definition, has to run the initial setup again.
It is possible to develop automatic method, which based on the analysis of dataset and its
distribution will set up several categories for the parameters.

6.4 Conclusion of Proposed Methodology
Section 5 Proposal of Methodology for Intelligent Process Support presented methodology for
Intelligent Process Support, which connects process mining and process modeling approaches. It
confirmed the hypothesis 3 based on research question 3 (more in section 1.1.3 Combination of
Process Mining and Process Modeling). The methodology as it is brings following benefits:

- Connection of process modeling and process mining methods and approaches.
- Possibility of continuous check according to the meta-model, process model – de jure,

and process model – de facto.
- Dealing with process deviations in defined borders.
- Possibility to predict actually running cases based on process artifact
- Usage of already created process mining methods for purposes of our methodology.

Limitations of the methodology, which are present so far, are:
- It is a set of methods and approaches, so far not supported by an automatic tool.
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- Formal layer is proposed, but without automatic algorithms, e.g. for comparison of
different formal definitions of process models.

- The methodology was not applied in overall case study, but it was discussed and approved
by domain experts based on model example, which is described in detail in the PHD
thesis.

- Activity predict is based on prediction of artifact. So far we have proposed the method
for prediction based on use cases in software development process. The challenge is to
include other artifacts of different processes.

The methodology and its possibilities, process modeling and also connection to process mining part
are also published in our several research papers [23-25,48].

6.4.1 Future Work in the Field of the Methodology
This section describes several categories of possible future work in the field of the methodology.

6.4.1.1 Methodology development

The methodology should be applied in real case scenario. Based on this case study, it will be
possible to prepare description of best practices for the methodology usage. Then based on that it
is also possible to describe the best practices of methodology implementation project lifecycle.

6.4.1.2 Predict activity and plug-in concept of process artifacts

We have presented method for process prediction based on one process artifact. However, in real
process execution, there is many process artifacts that can influence the running process and its
future steps, respectively prediction of future steps. Future work in the area of predict activity based
on process artifact is possibility of artifacts plug-in concept.

Future research can focus on possibility to plug-in more than one process artifact. Based on this
data from artifact and also process logs would be possible to introduce method that will
automatically process the included data. The method for parametrization of artifact and finding the
similarities of running case and historical cases can be Artificial Intelligence [37], which will
automatically learn based on different inputs from different artifacts. It could bring more accurate
prediction.

The plug-in concept also brings possibilities to the situations where for some of the process cases,
historical and also running, have not available data about all process artifacts. Then the method will
be prepared to work with different artifacts available in plug-in concept.

6.4.1.3 Formal layer – extension of the support

The formal layer presented in proposed methodology is a supportive element for included
approaches and methods. Some of the methods can be still extended with more extensive and direct
support of the formal layer. Methods from predict activity and pre-processing activity does not
directly support the formal layer now.
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We would like to introduce methods to support pre-processing and predict approaches. In the way
that process artifacts used for predict activity can be directly formalized with usage of our UPMM
meta-model and possibility of formalization of static structure of the process. It can bring new way
and possibilities of automatic working with artifacts and their analysis.

As the formal layer is done in OWL, that is knowledge representation language for working with
ontologies, we would like to extend the methods for activity check by automatic comparison of
different ontologies – formal representation of Process prescription, De jure model and De facto
models. It will bring us possibility also to extend formal layers for each model, and better usability
for a company.

6.4.1.4 Living processes

One four future goals is the idea of automatic, or semi-automatic, real-time process tailoring based
on real-time process data and the rules – we call it by the term “Living processes”.

The idea of Living processes is automatically/semi-automatically tailoring of the process trace and
execution of process activities based on the data from process mining and data from process
modeling. In practice, we can set-up rules in Process prescription as a main boundaries of the
process what should be followed. Then the process model is more specific description of activities
to be followed and its order. We will be able to automatically in real time get the data from running
cases and by predict activity see what are the future steps, also by using Artificial Intelligence [37].
The living process can “decide” to skip some of future steps in the process and lead the process
case different way to meet desired goal.

Another usage of living processes can be that in process execution was found new ways how to
successfully achieve the process goal, so that the process model can be automatically updated by
enhance activity and also the Process prescription can be updated as the artificial intelligence “see”
that is still possible to reach the goal. Living processes will automatically adjust the process
execution by real-time adjustment of the process. This idea can be supported by idea of „goal
orchestrations“, as it is presented in the work of Santipuri [39] from end of 2017, which is focused
only on clinical processes so far. The idea of goal orchestration in process modeling is not to think
about a process, as a set of tasks to be performed, but as a goal, or goals, to be achieved. This
replacing of tasks or activities with goals in process models allows more flexible process enactment.
The rules in our prescription are in background following some kind of goal to be achieved, thus
this ideas of process goals and process prescription rules in living processes can be combined.

Idea of Living processes in software process can be also supported by work done by Santos [40],
which is focused on the efficiency of software process and analyzing by process mining the parts,
which can be tailored in the process. Also this prediction can support the future idea of software
process tailoring and living processes.

Process will learn by it selves supported by formal definition of rules and possibility to set priority
to the rules, some of them could be unbreakable and some of them can be enhanced if possible.
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All of this also requires tool support and possibility to dynamically change the process workflow
in the tool. Or a tool, which will provide online recommendation of process change based on inputs
from different systems.

6.4.1.5 Process standards

Almost in every business process, software process, system development process exists sets of
international, regional or national standards that has to be followed. We would like to prepare
Process prescription rules to follow a certain set of standards to make the methodology interesting
for companies in various domains.

We would like to include, for example the rules for standard Automotive SPICE® [63], which
include, for simplification, process assessment and process reference model that prescribes base
practices and general practices to be followed by the companies in automotive domain that develops
a product which is a system containing some software parts. The company implementing the
methodology will have Process prescription rules defined by the methodology, including the rules
of process standard, and then it could be implemented to the company processes and modeled in
Process model layer. Then the parts of the process executed in the information system can be with
using the process mining approaches and methods checked in real time, if it is compliant with a
process standards. Moreover, the combination of this approach with the idea of Living process
could bring very interesting improvement. Each process case, can be dynamically tailored with idea
of living processes, but with guarantee that it will still follow the prescribed process standards.

This idea can also support an assessments of process standards in the company. As it was from
another point of view presented in work of Valle [54], which focus on standards of software
development, namely CMMI and its appraisal SCAMPI method, and uses methods of process
mining to gather information from logs of the system to support process assessments.

6.4.1.6 Better usability for end users

In future work, we would like to focus also on tool support for better usability of the methodology
and individual methods for end users in different companies. We would like to create own tool
supporting overall methodology with interfaces to most used information systems, and/or also part
of methodology (some methods) as a plugins in ProM tool used by process mining research
community.
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